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With the installation of a number of PDP11/34 5ysems on campus. 
together with the new PDP1090 system there is a need to provide 
mechanisms for the interconnection of these machines for various 
purposes. Until now we have used Centre produoed software to 
provide remote batch station facilities only through relatively 
slow speed asynchronous transmissitin links. Although it would be 
possible, as in the past, for the Centre to develop appropriate 
sofware (given sufficient staff), we believe there are 
appropriate standard p,roducts availible from the manufaoturers 
(eg DECnet) and other large users of PDP10/11 computers to 
provide a useful development base. Our development efforts would 
then be directed towards adaptation of this software to the needs 
of our environment and we would not be. reinventing the wheel .. 
Even so this work will tax our resouroeS. 

Because DECnet, as a product Is still very much developmental, 
and the definition of our network requirements in some areas is 
tentative there are obviously problems 1n providing a strIct 
specIfication of the stages to be followed in our network 
implementation. 

This special issue outlines possible development paths and thel~ 
effect on the Centre·s network management policy. In some areas 
the practical requirements have meant that we have already 
commenced to implement some facilities. However our views a~e 
sufficiently flexible in the longer term to seek criticisms and 
suggestions from the Digital Equipment Network Development Group 
and other major installations with Similar requirements. We do 
of course welcome co~ment and suggestions from our users~ 

2. ~veloQment Path~ 

The proposed development is split into two sections:-

2.1 - departmental mini-computers; 

2.2 - remote batch stations 

since the requirements of these two sections are seen, at least 
initially, as different. 

The requirement here seems to include -

(a) the ability to connect to the KL10 reasonably economioally so 
as to allow occasional work on the 10 and involving low volume 
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(b) the level ot security tor normal KL10 users to be not less 
than it is currently; 

(c) normal charging for use of central resources; 

(d) the collection of certain information about all jobs run tor 
control purposes. 

DECnet as ~urrently developed does not provid~ these faclllties. 
A mAjor difficulty is that protocols developed for DECnet.10, 
whioh allow.s DEC-10s to communicate, is dirferent than the later 
protocols developed tor DECnet-11M, which allows PO'·11s to 
communicate. 

National Institute of Health, U.S.A. has however developed a 
system which provides virtual terminal and file transfer 
oapability to PDP-11 users conneoted via a DNBTs to a DEC10. It 
runs only under RSX11 or RT11 FIB. We are ourrent1y obtaining 
this software. ,( CLINK • £ommunications LINK) [1] 

Brietly, an 11 user logs on to the," and runs a program on the 
11 Which connects him to the 10 as a virtual terminal. He can 
then log on to the 10, if the appropriate aocounting entries have 
been set up, and perform all normal tlmesharin~ operations. In 
addition he can transfer tiles between the two systems by use of 
the CLINK program residing on the 10. 

CLINK will support ~n1y one user at a time on an 11 but is 
shareable on the 10. Communioation is between a DL11 or 
equivalent on the 11 and a TTY interfaoe on the 10. 

This system is proposed because it should be easy to get going 
and lila tches requirements (a) throu~h (c) above. Requirement (d) 
above 1s met by including resource usage monitoring code in all 
versions of RSX released to oonneoted 11·s. We have aoquired 
code trom the University of Colorado [2] whioh monitors terminal 
conneot time and CP usage and writes a FACT type entry inoluding 
logout time, date and disc space usage. ' 

2.2 Belote D~t2~ Station! 

Requirements at Griffith and Commerce are believed to be • 

(a) to run local tlmesharln~ and local batch though on a fairly 
small scale; 

(b) to run as a remote job entry statton to the 10; 

(0) to transfer tiles between the 10 and the 11; 
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(d) to aohieve (a) through (c) more or less simultaneously under 
the one operating system; 

'(e) to have available some method of measuring and controlling 
users and usage of looal faoilities; 

(f) to support normal charging for use of oentral resouroes. 

At the moment RSX-11 provides for looal timesharing only and the 
DNtO RJE software provides for (b), but the two systems must be 
loaded and run seprately. . 

The batch stream available under RT-11 inoludes a pre-processor 
(written by the Centre) to read FORTRAN mark sense oards. This 
has been used fairly extensively at Griffith. 

Lgcal Batoh 

Development of a 100a1 RSX batoh faoility has been underway at a 
low level for some time but we have now reoeived a listing for a 
batoh system from the local DEA software speoialist (it Is not a 
DEC produot). It will have to be keyed In and the latest version 
of RSX built before it can be tested. Extra work will be 
required if the mark sense pre-prooessor is still required for 
this batoh system. 

Remote Batoh . . 
Provision of 
to control 
modifications 
oommunioations 

remote batch via RSX will require 
the looal oard reader and 
to the DEC-10 spoolers to 
to control the RSX tasks. 

writing RSX tasks 
line printer and 
use task-to-task 

Communications for such a system are based on DECnet-11M and this 
requires the installation in the DN87S of the so called DECnet 
Compatible Port (DCP) software. Current versions of both 
DECnet-l1M and DCP are reportedly full of bugs but new veraions 
are believed to be on the way. Presumably they will be available 
before we reach a stage of serious testing. (It is believed that 
an LIR for DECnet-10 is due around June or July of this year.) 

F1le Transfer~ 

The CLINK fl1e mechanism referred to previously 1s not suitable 
for the batoh station, because it does not use DECnet and it 1s 
limite~ to a single uwer at a time. A more appropriate meohanism 
is provided by the ACCESS program written for the NZ Department 
of Health [3] as an extension to DECnet. ACCESS allows file 
transfers between a 10 and 11 but they may only be initiated from 
the 10, thus minimising seourity problems for 10 users. ACCESS 
will require the latest versions of DECnet and DCP. 
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The initial implementation will require either that a user logs 
in to the 10 and runs ACCESS himself, or requests the Centre 
operations staff to do it for him. The choice depends on 
security considerations and the volume of requests. 

File t~ansfers initiated from an 11 could be provided in the 
future by modifying ACCESS to poll queues of file transfer 
requests created by 11 users at local sites. ·This method 
provides for better oontrol of line utilization and is better 
from a security pOint of view. Probably the FACTS generated on 
the 10 by running ACCESS should contain the 11 node number and 
the UlC a1806 

A fairly long term project would be to allow 11 users via ACCESS, 
to submit control files to the 10 Batch system. 

Control 

The University of Colardo code referred to above also contains a 
time out option for idle terminals. The time out system could be 
extended, if required, to include control of maximum ordinary 
terminal connect time or such other variations as seem useful. 

2.3 Commun~qations Interfaces 

The standard synohronous interfaces supplied with the DN81S are 
DQ11s. It was decided before ordering the KL10 that the newer 
DMC11s would be installed instead ot DQ11s, thus relieving the 
11/40 of the load associated with nDCMP protocol and that 
corresponding changes would be made in the DN81S code. A further 
consequence was that DMC11s would be installed in the remote 
batch stations and changes would also be required for the DN80 
series code. Apart from the line interfaces the batch stations 
are configured on 11/345 not 11/40s so there would be DN80 series 
code changes anyway. The standard DN81S asynchronous line 
interface is the DH1'. 

Qther PDP .. 11s 

Currently then, users wishing to connect a PDP11 to the network 
may connect to the DN87S via a DMC11 and a high speed synchronous 
line, or a DL11 and a low speed asynchronous line. 

As a third future possibility, users may connect via a DUP-l1 at 
the 11 end J and a m,dium speed synchronous line to a DMC .. 11 on 
the DNS1. A DUP-l1 1s a synchronous line interface which will 
talk to a DMC-l1 but the DDCMP protocol must be handled 1n the 
11 • . 
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The choice depends on traffic volume and funds available. The 
cost of a DMC-l1 is about $2800, a DUP-l1 is about $1~OO, and a 
DL11 is about $800. 

Some recent announcements by DEA offer some possible future 
alternatives. The new KMC11 auxilliary processor [4] which 1s 
similar in function to the microprocessor in the DMCll can 
support a number of DUP11 synchronous line interfaces 1n a DN81. 
Remote 11s may connect to the DN87 via DUP1'·s and medium speed 
synchronous lines. There will be some necessary software 
development but at this stage its extent is unknown. 

2.4 l~rminal Coqcentrators 

A terminal concentrator allows a group of terminal users at a 
remote site to share a common communication line between 
themselves and a central computer, in our case, the 10. The 
justification is the saving of the costs of individual lines. 
Offset against this saving is the capital cost of the 
concentrating equipment and the higher cost of the common line. 
The beakeven point varies from time to time as costs change. 

Concentrator facilities may be installed now 
software running in a PDP-11 connected 
synchronous line. 

using DN80 
via DMC-lls 

series 
and a 

It 1s not envisaged 
terminal access to 
extensions to RSX-l1. 

that 
the 10 

tBrminal concentration 
will be included in 

or virtual 
any future 

The objective generally 1s that users of the network should enjoy 
the same level of security available currently to the KL10 user. 

When 11~s running DECnet are connected together and via the DN81S 
to the 10, then at least according to the DECnet specification, 
all users at any node have more or less the same access 
privileges to files in other nodes as users do amongst themselves 
on the 10. The threat to a user arises when someone also logs in 
to another node using the userAs PPM and thereby gain immediate 
access to all the user·s files. 

Fortunately the current implementation of DECnet does not allow 
terminal acoess or file transfers between the 10 and 1'·s though 
it is implemented between 11·8. 
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Eaoh 11 node has a oontroller who administers the node via a 1.~~ 
UlC. When a user, logged in under 1,2 on any node, oommunioate~ 
with a 10, the destination node transforms the UlC into the PPt 
1nn,2 where nn is the souroe node number. Thus sinoe nod.' 
numbers oan run from 01 to 77, PPNs 101,2 through 117.2 should bl 
frozen at least on the 10 for future network requirements. ; 

11 to 11 Communication 
, 
~.: .. 

The proposed network 1s a 4 star • struoture, ie remote minis ar~ 
all connected to the DN87s but not to eaoh other. 11 users thu, 
conneoted cann~t communicate with each other as DECnet if 
ourrently implemented. If speoifio users have a need fo~ 

oommunioation between 11s whioh they oontrol, such as between ". 
in a department, then separate lines will have to be set up~ . . 
These users will have to control the allooation of UlC s betwee. 
themselves. 

There is then no need toaet up an elaborate oontrol meohanism tp 
oontrol and allooate UICs amongst 11 users. Another reason no. 
to do so is that the range of projects under RSX is 001-371 ootal 
or 255 decimal different projects. If there are say 10 11s in 
the network then there will be less than 20 projeots per node an~ 
that is not enough. (Projeot codes in the range 1-7 are reserved 
for the system). 

.~ 

It was proposed above that departmental 1'·8 use the progra. 
CLINK. This provides virtual terminal capaoity to the 10 bu, 
users have to log on to the 10 in the usual way using a PPN whicij 
has been previously set up for them. File transfers ~nder CLINt 
oan only occur to and from that PPN or within the Projeol 
aocording to the present rules. There is therefore no specia'· 
security problem with CLINK. ; 

ACCESS 

Current I~~~~entat1on 

ACCESS is proposed above to provide for file transfers betwee~ 
the 10 and "·8 running DECnet. Initially these will only be th, 
batoh stations but departmental or other users with· high VOlum? 

.transfer requirements may want the facility also. 

ACCESS as it is , 
and speoify the 
users are seoure, 
privileges only, 
may not. There is 
filespec in the 

requires a user to log on to the 10, run ACeES, 
files to be transferred. In this oase other to 
in that the logged in user has the usual aooes" 

but other 11 users on the node being addressed 
a PASSWORD switch associated with the 11 
~CCESS command line which appears not to be 
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mandatory. If it were made so, then 11 users would gain 
additional protection. 

A file transfer service cQuId be run for batch station users, 1n 
which case the operator would log on to the 10 using a 1.2 job 
and run ACCESS but it would only be practical with a low level of 
requests. 

Fut ure Impl eI!$H.l~~k!9Jl 

The suggested future extension to ACCESS, ie set up a queue 
meohanism to allow transfers to be initiated from an 11, has some 
seourity problems. In general users on nodes _recelvi~& fl1e 
transfer request are at r'lsk, since the node send.ns. the request 
oan check on the access rights of the sender~ 

One possibility 1s to include the password for the receiving UFn 
in the queue request but there 1s some danger from having 
psswords 1n more than one place in the system. The password may 
be encrypted at say the 11 end but that requires the encryption 
algorithm to be located in all nodes. 

Another suggestion is to transform PPNs as is already done with 
1,2 jobs in DECnet-10. For example a user on an 11 with node 
number 15 has urc 20,102. When he wishes to transfer a file to 
the 10, ACCESS could be made to transform his urc into 15020,102 
which becomes that user~s PPM on the 10. The reverse mapping 
could also apply. That is, a 10 user wishing to access UIC 
20,102 on the 11 would have to log 1n to the 10 on PPN 15020,102 
to run ACCESS. 

~!~ to Task .£o~~~n!ction 

Communication between programs running on different nodes is 
available now between 118 and will be available between the 10 
and 118 with the implementation of DCP software. Presumably 
there will be little requirement amongst users for this facility 
and in any event there does not seem to any spectal seourity 
problems. 

(a) Set up batCh stations to run with DN80 software; 

(b) Make CLINK available to departmental users; 

(c) Write RSX tasks to allow a local batch stream and spooling 
fr'om the 10; 

(d) Instal DECnet in the DN87S to allow Griffith and Commerce to 
run local batch, local timesharing and RJE under RSX. 
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(e) Test and implement ACCESS to perform file transfers at batoh 
stations. 

(f) Modify ACCESS to allow initiation of transfers from either 
the 10 or an 11 le. by polling queues. 

(g) Modify ACCESS to allow control files to be submitted tor 
processing by the 10. 

lime Estimates -,as at 28.4.18 

DRao Batch Implementation 

The mod1fications to DN80 software to handle DMC11s is complete. 
The first pair of 4800 bps modems have been installed in th~ 
Commerce line. The Commerce batch station is now running. If 
all goes well at Commerce, then thw Griffithwbatoh station will 
be connected next. 

IeA to KL Link 

The DN80/DMC11 code is complete -there is some work to do with 
the D81'. Twis will be completed after the two batch stations 
are running .. 

CLINK 

CLINK should be operational within a month of its arrival. 

Items c,wd and e will require about six months work atter about 
one months experience with the latest versions of DECnet and DCP. 

Items (e) and (g) are difficult to estimate at this stage. 

The Centre will only support the following facilities tor the 
immediate tuture:-

There will be two levels of minicomputer access to the network -

(a) Lo," Level 

PDP11s may connect to the 10 via 
asynchronous terminal line. The 11 
or BT11 and actual terminal and file 
provided by CLINK. 
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PDP11s may oonneot to the 10, via a DMC11 and high speed 
synchronous line , or possibly a DUP11 and a medium speed 
synchronous line, and a DECNET Compatlble Port. The 11 will run 
Centre supplied RSX-11 and flle transfer facilities will be 
provided by ACCESS using DECnet protocols. Security will be 
ensured by an appropriate password or PPN mapping scheme. 

In either case job information will be collected at.all times by 
all nodes and be available as and when required by the Centre. 

(This last policy allows any subsequent money chargin~ scheme to 
be implemented easIly if required either for indiv1dual PDP-11s 
or globally.) 

Terminal conoentrators using standard DN80 series software will. 
be installed where there is economic justification. 

There will be no attempt at this stage to control the issue of 
PPNs or UlCs centrally for the whole network. This task will be 
carried out by the local controller of each node. Users of nodes 
other than their own must arrange appropriate accounts with the 
respective node controller(s). 

6. Ar~as.not Consi~ered 

U.Q.Networ~ 

Current limitations on resources preclude the support of other 
PDP11 based operating systems eg, RSTS or UNIX. 

DECnetIE, for RSTS, is reoently available but is : not compatible 
with current versions of DECnet.11M. A new software produot -
DECnet "PHASE 11", Version 1 - has just been announoed [5] whioh 
inoludes DECnet-'1M, Vers10n 2ftO and DECnet/E, Version 1 whioh 
are claimed to be compatible. Nothing is known about the 
performance of this software. 

It is believed that there have been some private developments of 
UNIX interfaces for DECnet in the USA. These may be obtalna~le 
and may be compatible with the version of DECnet t~en 
implemented. 

gSIR9 

Any future link up with their network is made easier since their 
recent deoision to implement DECnet-11 also. 
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There may be a requirement to connect other minis than PDP-11~ 
running DECnet, to the network. What that will involve wll$ 
depend on the individual circumstances. The Centre cannot 
provide any resources for this line of development for th~ 
forseeable future. ~ 
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